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ABSTRACT

Cooling system using jet impingement is already widely used in industries nowadays. 
There were various approaches that have been investigated in order to produce more 
efficient jet impingement cooling system. This thesis is study about the effect of the 
nozzle angle on jet impingement in order to identify the relationship in heat transfer. 
Besides, investigation on spacing distance between nozzle’s edge to the impingement 
surface and Reynolds number at certain angle also identified in this study. Those studies 
are needed parallel to the current researchers endeavor for future development of 
cooling system in global industries. The experiment were perform by vary 3 major 
parameters such as angle of the nozzle (30⁰, 45⁰, 60⁰, and 90⁰), distance between 
nozzle’s edge to the impinge surface (H/d= 2, 4, 6, and 8) and also Reynolds number 
(Re= 2300, 1960,930 and 500).The heat source are heated at 100 ⁰C and cooled down 
by the flow of air from the nozzle. The heat source temperature after cooling are 
measured and collected. The result discovers about the relationship nozzle angle for jet 
impingement cooling system which is heat transfer are more efficient when the angle of 
nozzle approaching to the normal line as the Nusselt Number are more higher at 90⁰ in 
range 31.5 w/m2K of heat transfer coefficient compare to the lower angles of the nozzle. 
Furthermore, higher Reynolds number and close range of distance between nozzle’s 
edges to impingement surface will also gives high Nusselt number which means both 
also effective cooling effects for the systems.    
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ABSTRAK

Sistem penyejukan dengan menggunakan system penyejukan hentaman jet merupakan 
bidang yang luas dalam perindustrian pada masa kini. Pelbagai pendekatan dan 
eksplorasi untuk menghasilkan sistem penyejukan jet hentaman ini. Tesis mengkaji 
kesan sudut bagi muncung jet hentaman dalam proses pemindahan haba pada sesebuah 
sistem. Selain dari itu,penelitian terhadap perubahan pada halaju udara yang digunakan 
sebagai medium penyejukan dan juga jarak antara hujung muncung jet hentaman ke atas 
permukaan hentaman pada sudut tertentu terhadap sistem penyejukan juga dikenal pasti 
dalam kajian ini. Kajian tentang hubung kait tersebut pada system penyejukan ini 
sebenarnya amat diperlukan selaras dengan usaha para pengkaji seluruh dunia giat 
berusaha dalam memajukan system penyejukan untuk industri global masa hadapan.
Eksperimen yang dijalankan akan mengubah 3 parameter  utama iaitu sudut muncung 
jet hentaman (30⁰, 45⁰, 60⁰, and 90⁰), nombor Reynold (Re= 2300, 1960,930 and 500), 
dan juga jarak antara muncung jet ke atas permukaan hentaman(H/d= 2, 4, 6, and 8). 
Spesimen dipanaskan pada suhu 100 ⁰C dan disejukan oleh pengaliran udara yg dibawa 
oleh muncung jet. Suhu spesimen selepas penyejukan tersebut akan diambil dan 
dikumpulkan. Apa yang diperolehi dalam eksperimen tersebut adalah hubungkait 
pemindahan haba apabila sudut bagi muncung jet hentaman berubah di mana kadar 
pemindahan haba dijangkakan tinggi apabila sudut  muncung jet hentaman mendekati 
garisan normal dan ini jelas ditunjukkan pada nilai nombor Nusselt yang tinggi pada 
sudut 90⁰ iaitu pada julat 31.5 w/m2K pekali kadar pemindahan haba berbanding dengan 
sudut yang jauh lebih rendah.Selain dari itu, nombor  Reynold yang tinggi dan juga  
jarak antara hujung muncung jet hentaman ke atas permukaan hentaman yang rendah 
akan menghasilkan nombor Nusselt yang tinggi dan ini membuktikan kedua-dua faktor 
itu juga faktor yang berkesan dalam sistem pemindahan haba.   
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Air jets have been widely used in many industrial applications in order to 

achieve enhanced coefficients for convective heating, cooling or drying. A single air jet 

or arrays of air jet, impinging normally on a surface are an effective method to enhance 

heat and mass transfer. High convective heat transfer coefficient is a very important 

factor that leads to the many usage of impingement jets in industrial for heating and 

cooling purposes. Jet impingement is an attractive cooling mechanism due to the 

capability of achieving large heat transfer rates. This cooling method has been used in 

industrial applications such as annealing of metals, tempering of glass, cooling of gas

turbine blades, cooling in grinding processes and cooling of photovoltaic cells. Jet 

impingement has also used for high-powered electronic and photonic thermal 

management solutions and numerous jet impingement studies have been aimed directly 

at electronics cooling.

Due to the many industrial applications of impinging jets research has been 

conducted to understand their flow and heat transfer characteristics. The main variables 

for jet impingement heat transfer are the angle of impingement, the jet Reynolds number 

and the height of the nozzle above impingement surface. Convective heat transfer to an 

impinging air jet is known to yield high local and area averaged heat transfer 

coefficients. The research is concerned with the measurement of heat transfer to 

impinging air jets over a wide range of test parameters. These include Reynolds 

numbers, Re, nozzle to impingement surface distance, H\d, and angle of impingement,

from 30° to 90°.
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

There are problems statements that have been defined in conjunction of this 

project. For convenience, the problems are determined and discover. Firstly, some 

application will use an effective method for their product such as for electronic cooling 

system. The study of effect of nozzle angle for jet impingement cooling system needed.

The current method of heat removal, involving extended surfaces and fan arrays, 

frequently used in electronics is clearly insufficient, especially as the electronic 

components become more and more powerful, dissipating more heat, whereas the space 

around these components continues to be reduced due to miniaturization trends. 

Furthermore, there are some relevant results we need to compare in order to state the 

best effects for cooling system for jet impingement cooling system.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF STUDY

In order to assure this project run smoothly, there are objectives that have been 

defined and which have to be fulfilled. The first objective of this project is to study 

about the effect of nozzle angle on the jet impingement cooling system. Besides that, 

the objective also to determine the expected cooling effect of the nozzle at a certain 

angle by vary the other factor such as Reynolds Numbers and spacing between nozzle’s

edge to impingement surface.

1.4 SCOPES OF STUDY

The scope of this project will comprise the boundaries of project study. The jet 

impingement cooling systems are wide range of study. Many characteristic should be 

bound in order to make this project achieve the objectives. First of all, the study of this 

project are using laminar flow which is Reynolds number are determine to be at 500, 

930, 1960, and 2300.The nozzle angle studied also already set at 30o, 45o, 60o and 

90o.Any angle values other than that rounded to the closest angle.
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Further more, this project only study using one material of nozzle and diameter 

of nozzle that have been studied are constant at 10 mm. In this project, it is only using 

an air as working fluids for cooling system. The boundaries in this project are exist in 

order to state that the priority of project analysis of the effect of nozzle angle on the jet 

impingement cooling system to be more clear and understand. In addition, temperatures 

of the heated plate are constant at 100oC. It assumes that the system is in steady state 

condition.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 JET IMPINGEMENT

An impinging jet can be characterized in many different ways, such as being 

submerged or free-surface, or being confined or unconfined. A fluid jet issuing into a 

region containing the same fluid is characterized as a submerged jet while a fluid jet 

issuing into a different, less dense, fluid is characterized as a free-surface jet.

Confined impinging jet the radial spread is confined in a narrow channel, usually 

between the impingement surface and the orifice plate. This has also been described in 

the literature as semi-confinement due to the diminishing effect of confinement with 

increasing jet-to- target spacing. The presence of a confining top wall in jet

impingement causes lower heat transfer coefficients, thought to be caused by the 

recirculation of fluid heated by the target plat. Confinement promotes a more uniform 

heat transfer distribution for the area enclosed by a non-dimensional radial distance 

from the stagnation point. The key parameters determining the heat transfer

characteristics of a single impinging jet are the Reynolds number, jet diameter and jet-

to-target spacing.
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Figure 2.1: Example one of the jet impingement

Source: Wikipedia (2009)

2.2 NOZZLE

A nozzle is a mechanical device or orifice designed to control the characteristics 

of a fluid flow as it exits (or enters) an enclosed chamber or pipe. A nozzle is often a 

pipe or tube of varying cross sectional area and it can be used to direct or modify the 

flow of a fluid (liquid or gas). Nozzles are frequently used to control the rate of flow, 

speed, direction, mass, shape, and/or the pressure of the stream that emerges from them.

Types of nozzles:

Table 2.1: List of types of nozzle

Types of Nozzle Characteristics

Jets Nozzle Gas jet, fluid jet, or hydro jet is a nozzle intended to eject gas or 

fluid in a coherent stream into a surrounding medium.

High velocity 

Nozzles

Frequently the goal is to increase the kinetic energy of the 

flowing medium at the expense of its pressure energy and/or 

internal energy.

Propelling Nozzles Hot air is passed through a high speed nozzle, a propelling nozzle

greatly increasing its kinetic energy
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Magnetic nozzles Magnetic nozzles have also types of propulsion which the flow of 

plasma is directed by magnetic fields

Spray nozzles Nozzles produce a very fine spray of liquids.

Vacuum nozzles Vacuum cleaner nozzles come in several different shapes.

Shaping nozzles Nozzles are shaped to produce a stream that is of a particular 

shape. 

2.3 CONVECTION OF HEAT TRANSFER

Mechanism that involve in heat transfer is convection. Convection is classified 

as natural (or free) and forced convection, depending on how the fluid motion is 

initiated. In forced convection, the fluid is forced to flow over a surface or in a pipe by 

external means such as a pump or a fan. In natural convection, any fluid motion is 

caused by natural means such as the buoyancy effect, which manifests itself as the rise 

of warmer fluid and fall of the cooler fluid. Convection involves fluid motion as well as 

conduction. The fluids motion enhances heat transfer, since it brings warmer and cooler 

chunks of fluids into contact, initiating higher rates of conduction at greater number of 

sites in a fluid. Convection heat transfer strongly depends on the fluid properties 

dynamic viscosity, μ, thermal conductivity, k, density and specific heat cp as well as the 

fluids velocity V. It also depends on the geometry and the roughness of the solid 

surface, in addition to the type of fluid flow (such as being streamlined or 

turbulent).Thus, convection heat transfer relations to be rather complex because of the 

dependence of convection on so many variable

The rate of convection heat transfer is observed to be proportional to the 

temperature difference and is conveniently expressed by Newton’s Law of cooling:

)T(ThAQ ssconv 
   (2.1)

Important factor that effecting heat transfer is due to h, convection heat transfer 

coefficient, W/ .o C Heat transfer will increase by increasing h. Value h  also define 
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as the rate of heat transfer between a solid surface and a fluid per unit surface area per 

unit temperature difference. Newton's Law of Cooling states that the rate of change of 

the temperature of an object is proportional to the difference between its own 

temperature and the ambient temperature (i.e. the temperature of its surroundings). 

Newton's Law makes a statement about an instantaneous rate of change of the 

temperature. 

Figure 2.2: Comparison on Forced convection, natural convection and conduction

Source: Lienhard J.H.(2001)

2.4 LAMINAR FLOW

Some flows are smooth and orderly while other are rather chaotic. The highly 

ordered fluid motion characterized by smooth layers of fluid is called laminar. The word 

laminar comes from the movement of adjacent fluids particles together in laminates.

The flow of high viscosity fluids such as oils at low velocities is typical laminar. The 

highly disordered fluid motion that typically occurs at high velocities and is 

characterized by velocity fluctuations is called turbulent. The flow of low viscosity 

fluids such as air at high velocities is typically turbulent. The flow regime greatly 

influences the required power for pumping .A flow that alternates between being 

laminar and turbulent is called transitional.
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The flow regime for laminar characterized by smooth streamlines and 

highly-ordered motion. Turbulent flow characterized by velocity fluctuations and 

highly-disordered motion. Laminar flow is encountered when highly viscous fluids such 

as oil flow in a small pipes or narrow passages.

2.5 REYNOLDS NUMBER

The existence of these laminar, transitional and turbulence flow regimes by 

injecting some dye streak into the flow of glass tube as British scientist Osborn 

Reynolds did over a century ago. The forms of a straight and smooth line at low 

velocities are known as laminar flow. This laminar flow depends on the surface 

geometry, surface roughness, flow velocity, surface temperature and type of fluids 

among the other things. Osborn Reynolds (1842-1912) discovered that the flow regime 

depend mainly on the ratio of the inertia forces to viscous forces in the fluids. The ratio 

is called the Reynolds number, which is a dimensionless quantity and expressed as

                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                   (2.2)

Where

• ρ = Density

• V∞ = Free stream velocity

• Lc = Characteristic Length sale

• μ = dynamic viscosity

•  = kinematic viscosity = μ/ρ

For small Re numbers, viscous forces are dominant. Fluctuations in flow are 

damped out therefore it is a laminar flow. For large Re numbers, inertial forces are 

important, fluctuations in flow become amplified which means that the flow is 

turbulent. For every geometry there is a critical Re at which transition to turbulence 

occur. For example for:

Inertia forces
Re

Viscous forces
c cVL VL
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